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The current reawakening of interest in civil aviation legislation which has occurred in these United States can also be found among the Latin American countries. Thus, in August of 1954 Argentina enacted a new aeronautical code. The next year, Venezuela followed suit with its new aviation act and El Salvador in December 1955 enacted a new aviation code. All of these legislative enactments would merit close study and would offer, no doubt, valuable information, practical as well as comparative, in this ever increasing field of law. However, due to the practical considerations of location and of aeronautical interests and activities both domestic and international, the Venezuelan enactment is of greater import to our readers. Therefore, our comments will center mainly on this codification with sidelights on other Latin American enactments as well.

Venezuela's present code is not its first codification in the field of aviation law. On the contrary, during the last quarter of a century Venezuela produced no less than five major legislative enactments in this field, of which the latest appears to be by far the most comprehensive although, of course, quite similar in many ways to its predecessors. A discussion of the most important topics only, covered by this act, would transgress by far limitations of space imposed on this type of note. Therefore the present discussion will be confined to problems with international or conflict law implications, or to those which are of paramount practical interest. The following topics will be discussed: jurisdictional, particularly conflict law, aspects of the act; limitations of carriers' liability; and interests in aircraft.

International and Conflict Law Aspects. Art. 2 of the Venezuelan act expressly restates the basic rule that the air space above the territory of Venezuela is subject to its national sovereignty. This provision found also in the previous acts of 1941 and 1944, is in accord with currently

1. At the present time there are numerous bills before Congress proposing either modifications or a complete revamping of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938.
accepted rules of international law as restated in conventions (e.g., the Paris Convention on aerial navigation\(^7\) as well as the Chicago Convention on international civil aviation).\(^8\) This position is, moreover, in accord with our own legislative enactments.\(^9\) These views, however, have not always been universally held. At a period when aviation started Fauchille, in his classical work on the subject, advanced the proposition that the exercise of sovereignty in the air space is impossible and that this space should be free like the *mare liberum*, except for a kind of territorial layer up to 300 meters, which should be within the exclusive jurisdiction of the territorial sovereign.\(^10\) While this view is now defunct, there remain, particularly in some quarters of Latin American legal thought, remnants of this concept, such as belief in an absolute right of innocent passage through the airspace of another nation. Actually, such passage has been conceded to be a privilege granted by the sovereign, which is now incorporated in the International Air Services Transit Agreement.\(^11\)

Following the principle of exclusive sovereignty over the air space above the national territory, the Venezuelan act (Art. 4) provides that

> All civil aircraft within Venezuelan territory or flying over it, including the crew, passengers and goods transported therein, are subject to the jurisdiction and control of the Venezuelan authorities.

It is apparent that this provision is in accord with generally accepted principles of international law and cannot be seriously challenged. However, it is to be pointed out that the effect of this principle as established by the Venezuelan act, is onesided in its effect since the same rule does

---

7. Paris Convention on Aerial Navigation, Octo. 13, 1919, provides:
   Art. 1. The High Contracting Parties recognize that every Power has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the air space above its territory.

   Art. 1. The Contracting States recognize that every state has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the air space above its territory.
   Art. 2. For the purposes of this Convention the territory of a state shall be deemed to be the land areas and territorial waters adjacent thereto under the sovereignty, suzerainty, protection or mandate of such state.

9. Sec. 6 (a) of the Air Commerce Act of 1926 (Act of May 20, 1926, 44 Stat. 568, as amended) provides in part:
   The United States of America is hereby declared to possess and exercise complete and exclusive national sovereignty in the air space above the United States, including the air space above all inland waters and the air space above those portions of the adjacent marginal high seas, bays, and lakes, over which by international law or treaty or convention the United States exercises national jurisdiction.


11. International Air Services Transit Agreement, 59 Stat. 1693, provides:
   Sec. 1. Each contracting State grants to the other contracting States the following freedoms of the air in respect of scheduling international air services:
   (1) The privilege to fly across its territory without landing;
   (2) The privilege to land for non-traffic purposes.
   The privileges of this section shall not be applicable with respect to airports utilized for military purposes to the exclusion of any scheduled international air services.
not prevail where Venezuelan aircraft fly over foreign territory. In these latter situations the strict territorialistic principle of unmitigated applicability of the *lex loci* is modified, to a considerable extent, by the other concept which relies on the quasi-nationality of the aircraft. This shift of position is expressed in Art. 6 of the Venezuelan act which reads:

All events and juridical acts occurring aboard a Venezuelan aircraft during a flight outside of Venezuela, are subject to Venezuelan laws, except those contrary to the safety or public policy of the underlying foreign country; criminal acts committed aboard any aircraft flying over foreign territory if they have effect or are intended to have effect in Venezuelan territory, as well as juridical acts occurring on foreign aircraft flying over Venezuelan territory, the subject to Venezuelan laws.

It is to be pointed out, in the first place, that the applicability of Venezuelan law to acts happening while a Venezuelan aircraft is in flight over foreign territory, appears inconsistent with the principle established in Art. 2 of the same act establishing unlimited sovereignty over the airspace. Disregarding this principle, the Venezuelan act has adopted, in regard to its own aircraft when flying over foreign territory, the applicability of the quasi-national law of its aircraft, mitigated in some respects by the public policy of the foreign sovereignty. In addition, Venezuelan law is declared to control, at least with effect to Venezuelan courts, all criminal acts committed not only on Venezuelan aircraft (which rule, by the way, is already expressed by the first part of Art. 5) but also on aircraft of foreign registry when in flight over foreign territory where the criminal acts involved affect interests situated in Venezuelan territory. This constitutes a rather broad extension of the protective principle justifying extraterritorial applicability of one country’s criminal law. It remains to be seen whether or not this rule may be held compatible with general principles of international law, particularly since in the leading case on the point, *Lotus Case*, the act involved was committed on the high seas, *i.e.*, within an area under no territorial sovereignty. In addition, the compatibility of these provisions intended to give municipal statutes an extraterritorial effect also will have to be checked against Art. 5 of the Chicago convention which has been adopted by Venezuela. However, it is to be kept in mind that, as a matter of expediency, such extraterritorial effect of municipal law will not be objected to by other countries as long as in the exercise of such jurisdiction the country enforcing the extra-territorial rules does not impede, obstruct or interfere with the jurisdiction of the country within whose airspace the event in question occurred.

At this point of the present discussion, it will be interesting to notice that the Argentine code adopted a less territorialistic, and, consequently,

13. See Article 5 of the Chicago Convention of 1944.
a more flexible and desirable solution. The Argentine code distinguishes between foreign privately and publicly owned airplanes. With regard to foreign publicly owned aircraft, the code (Art. 184) waives all jurisdictional claims by providing that such aircraft, including acts performed on it when over Argentine territory, will be "governed by the law of the flag and adjudicated by the same courts". On the other hand, the rule in regard to foreign privately owned aircraft does not, like that in the Venezuelan act, impose the territorial law upon all occurrences on board such an aircraft when in flight over the national territory, but declares the law of the subjacent territory to apply only in regard to acts and occurrences having close connection with the country below or interests there located. Thus, Art. 187 of the Argentine code provides that Argentine law shall control and Argentine courts shall take jurisdiction whenever acts on foreign private airplanes flying over Argentine territory, violate Argentine laws concerning public security or military or fiscal matters, or when they disregard rules of air navigation, or when they affect public security and public policy or interests of Argentina or of persons living there, or in cases where the first landing after such acts occurred takes place in Argentina (Art. 187). Of course, private Argentine aircraft are subject, as to the occurrences on board when in flight over Argentine territory or in space under no sovereignty, to Argentine laws and are amenable to Argentine courts (Art. 186, 1). However, if acts have occurred on board an Argentine airplane in flight over foreign territory, then Argentine courts will take jurisdiction and apply Argentine laws only if a legitimate interest of Argentina or of persons there domiciled is involved, or if the first landing after the fact, act or forbearance occurred in Argentina (Art. 186, 2).

Comparing these provisions with the law in force in this country, it is to be stated at the outset that, at least with regard to torts and crimes, the lex loci actus will control in the United States. With regard to juridical transactions, e.g., contracts, the law applicable will have to be determined according to the controlling conflict law of the forum, in federal courts, under the Erie-Klaxon doctrine. Except for provisions contained in the Death on High Seas Act covering torts, the only statutory provision applicable is contained in section 7 of Title 18 U.S.C. (as amended July 12, 1952, 66 Stat. 589). However, this statute applies only to criminal acts committed over the high seas, or over waters within admiralty jurisdiction and "out of the jurisdiction of any particular State". It should also be noted that, in this respect, the amendment of July 12th mentioned above did not adopt a straight quasi-nationality of the aircraft contact but rather expounded the contact of ownership "by the United States or any citizen thereof or to any corporation created by or under the laws of the United States, or any State, Territory, etc."

As an additional consideration in this connection, it may be noted that the effect of Art. 5 of the Venezuelan act is also to be tested against Art. 11 of the Chicago Convention (1944) as well as against Art. 6 (a) of the air transportation agreement between the United States and Venezuela.

Limitation of Liability. The principle of strict though limited liability characteristic of claims for damages in air transportation is being followed also by the recent Latin American enactments. The Venezuelan act (Art. 46) provides for a list of maximum amounts available in specific situations, namely: in case of death or permanent disability, 20,000 Bolivares ($6,000); for permanent partial disability, up to 10,000 Bolivares ($3,000); for temporary partial disability, up to 5,000 Bolivares ($1,500), and in cases of loss or damage to hand baggage, up to 100 Bolivares ($30).

In regard to freight or invoiced baggage, Art. 47 provides for strict liability in cases of loss, damage or delay, within the following maximum limits: loss or damage to freight, up to 20 Bolivares ($6.00) per kilogram gross weight; delay in delivery of freight, up to an amount equal to the transport charges; loss or damage to invoiced baggage, up to 500 Bolivares ($150) per piece.

It is interesting to note, however, that Venezuela has adopted the Warsaw Convention where different limitations are established. It would appear, therefore, that the applicability of the Venezuelan maximum rules is limited to situations not covered by the Warsaw Convention, particularly to noninternational flights as defined by the Convention. It is indeed a unique situation to find the carriers' liability under municipal law limited...
even more than under the standards established by the Warsaw Convention. As a matter of further interest it may be added that Art. 54 of the new act establishes for these classes of claims a short period of limitations, namely one year, while the Warsaw Convention allows for a longer period.19

Rights in Aircraft. In countries of Latin America, the creation of security and other interests in aircraft without simultaneous possession by the mortgagee requires statutory authority in view of the civil law hostility to chattel mortgages. Art. 62 of the Venezuelan act reflects this attitude, stating that:

Aircraft are movables of a special nature, susceptible to mortgages provided (these interests) are registered or recorded in the Air Registry of the Republic of Venezuela. The transfer of property and liens which may be imposed must be clearly recorded in the Air Registry; without this such acts will have no effect in regard to third parties.

This provision is particularly important in regard to the Convention on the international recognition of rights in aircraft, to which Venezuela is a signatory.20 The Convention imposes upon all contracting countries the duty to recognize rights in aircraft of the types listed in the Convention, provided they are properly constituted under the law of their registry, and, in addition, regularly recorded there under the applicable law. Consequently, Venezuela will, after ratifying the Geneva Convention, have to recognize foreign created interests in aircraft registered in other contracting countries, e.g., in the United States, and, on the other hand, will have the ability to create such rights under its own law and claim their international recognition under the Convention.21

Considering the comprehensive scope of the new Venezuelan as well as the Argentine aviation acts, these enactments are not only commendable and progressive, but will, undoubtedly, serve as a model for similar legislative efforts in other Latin American countries.
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19. Article 29 of the Warsaw Convention provides for a two year limitation on bringing an action under the Convention.